Ergänzungen zu den Lehrveranstaltungen des Englischen Seminars im WiSe 2019/20

Lehrveranstaltungen im M.A.-Studiengang

Die Vorlesung 050 657 kann sowohl im Bereich Cultural Studies GB als auch Cultural Studies US belegt werden!

050 657
Theories/Discourses of Gender and Sexuality in British/American Culture, 3 CP
2 st. do 12-14 HGA 20 Steinhoff/Wächter

This lecture serves as an introduction to theories and discourses of gender and sexuality in British and American culture, beginning with the English Renaissance and ending with contemporary culture. We will begin by introducing key theories and concepts of the study of gender and sexuality. The lecture will then trace shifts in the conception and politics of gender and sexuality in Britain and the US through the examination of a number of cultural and historical examples, including political documents, medical texts, fashion, literature, art and film. The third part of the lecture is dedicated to the critical discussion of a variety of contemporary issues such as beauty culture and post-feminism, #feminism and the body positivity movement, #black lives matter and contemporary queer television / popular culture.

Please purchase and read:
Virginia Woolf, Orlando
Toni Morrison, The Bluest Eye

Assessment/requirements: reading assignments, watching assignments, final test.